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LITHIUMCU RE
rm‘ 1 EXTERIOR CONCRETE CURING AGENT

V. ,-

:25 SINAK LithiumCure 1000"“ is a zero VOC Curing Agent, Water-Cure Equivalent
L'T"§%%?URE Type, used to cure freshly-placed exterior concrete. LithiumCure 1000""

6) creates an internal membrane deep within the concrete substrate, resulting
in improved hydration, elimination of slab curl and improved abrasion
resistance. LithiumCure 1000"“ is recommended for use on exterior pavements,

‘ colored concrete, and potable water applications.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

~ l I WATER CURE RESULTS WITH SAME
. ' DAY SLAB ACCESS

I ELIMINATES SLAB CURL

I NSF 61 POTABLE WATER CERTIFIED

I EXCEEDS ASTM C-309 & ASTM C-1315

I COMPATIBLE WITH ALL TRAFFIC COATINGS

“‘"~ I CONTRIBUTES TO LEED V4 CREDITS

LithiumCure 10000" is formulated to exceed the performance requirements for all concrete
water cure specifications while offering same day slab access. LithiumCure 1000T”' is tested
and proven to retain higher moisture values than required by ASTM C-309 & ASTM C-1315 . ,.
and is NSF 61 certified and approved safe for potable water applications.

LithiumCure 1000TM permanently penetrates the concrete substrate and does not leave
behind a film or residue. LithiumCure 1000” allows for the installation of line striping, joint
sealants, patching materials, and delineators in as soon as 5 days after concrete placement.
LithiumCure 1000 is available as a Type 1, 1-D, and 2, Class A cure. LithiumCure 1000"“ is
non-toxic, contains no solvents, and is listed as UL® GREENGUARD Gold Certified and super
compliant with SCAQIVID.
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_I Listed as Super-Compliant by the South Coast Air Quality

 NATIONAL SANITATION FOUNDATION

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

I Zero VOC’s ‘

I UL 2818 Gold - GREENGUARD® Certified.

l\/lanagement District (SCAQIVI D).

I Exceeds the regulatory limits in the SCAQIVID Rule 1113.

I l\/Ieets the requirements to contribute for LEED credit in the
following areas: EQ Credit 1.0, 4.1 and 4.3, EQ Credit 10
3.1, l\/IR Credit 5.1 and 5.2

INSTALLATION
Installation should be continuous. LithiumCure1000T'“ application should begin after the surface is firm enough to tolerate foot traffic or
immediately after the early entry saw cutting. Apply a small test area to confirm penetration. If rain should occur at any time during this process,
see ‘Interrupted Applications’ at the end of this section.

1. Protect objects and areas not to be treated from spillage or overspray.
2. Apply first coat of LithiumCure 1000"“ uniformly wetting the surface with an airless or tank-type sprayer. DO NOT allow LithiumCure 1000"“

to puddle or flood the surface.
3. Immediately after the first coat is dry, apply a second coat. Drying time will vary from 10 to 30 minutes depending on temperature and

environment. NOTE: "Dry" means dry to the touch.
4. Pay special attention to apply material in joints and on slab edges. Treatment of these areas will eliminate slab curl.
5. Clean all equipment with warm soapy water.

VERTICAL CAST-IN-PLACE INSTALLATION
For vertical applications DO NOT allow the material to run down the surface. Areas that absorb at a higher rate should be treated with
additional product.

INTERRUPTED INSTALLATION
If the application should be interrupted by rain, mark the place of interruption and continue the application as soon as weather permits
If the delay exceeds 4 hours contact SINAK immediately.

SINAK warrants its products to be free from manufacturing defects and to meet the technical properties on the current product information sheet. To the maximum extent permitted by

law, this express warranty and the remedies specified below are exclusive and in lieu of all other warranties and remedies. Any implied warranties including without limitation implied
warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are excluded. SlNAK's liability under this product warranty shall be limited to a refund of purchase price or replacement

of the product. SINAK shall have no liability for any loss of use, interruption of business, lost profits or goodwill, orfor any special, incidental or consequential damages of any kind arising

from the purchase or use of the warranted product, even if SINAK has been advised of the possibility of such loss, interruption or damage. This limited warranty may not be modified by
representatives of SINAK, its distributors or dealers. Any claim made under this warranty must be made within one (1) year of purchase and shall be accompanied by any reports or test

results that form the basis of the warranty claim. Prior to settlement of a warranty claim, SINAK shall have the right, but not the obligation, to conduct site inspections and perform tests

pertaining to the customer's warranted product and its manner of use.


